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New Neighbours
Opposite the trees is a steep
track – have you tried to run
or cycle up it!?
This leads to the new houses
of our new neighbours living
in the Manor Farm Fields
estate.
Do you live in one of them?
Hope it feels like home now.

Our new neighbours had perhaps imagined
what it would be like to move into their new
home in a new area. But, the reality of
moving and settling into a new life has
perhaps not been all that easy.
We remember our new neighbours and hope
they feel settled in their new homes and
community.
How could we show generosity to people as
they move in and settle in?
We hope that Manor Farm Fields will be a
community of gladness, generosity and
support for each other.

Hope you enjoyed the walk!

A WALK OF GLADNESS
AND GENEROSITY
The start of the walk is on
Station Road. Do you
know where the track
starts? It’s across the road
from the Great Northern
Pub and back towards
Mickleover centre. Here it
is on Google Maps
Satellite.

Start here

On the walk we’re going to think about
Gladness and Generosity, think about the
year we have had in 2020 and look ahead
with hope to 2021.
This booklet will talk you through some
things to look at and think about as you walk.
Check out the map in the centre pages.
If you are happy to, please share any
pictures, thoughts or experiences with us on
the Mickleover Methodist Church Facebook
page or email FAO Andy on
church.office@mickleovermethodist.org.uk
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Phone box – Errr….Hello!
I wonder how many
conversations have happened in
this phone box in the past?
Difficult to fit this phone in your
pocket!

In the Christmas story we have
communication between God and key people.
Can you think of some? Mary gets some news
that shocks her, but as it sinks in she realises it
is amazing and she sings a song of gladness!
As you set off on this Walk of Gladness and
Generosity, ask God to open your heart to
hear the message that he may have for you.
As you walk, this message may come to you
in a gradual or a sudden realisation, you may
see something in nature as you walk along
that means something to you or there may
be other ways that this walk helps you to see
things more clearly.
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Christmas Tree

I love these trees! The
local community lavishly
festooning the fir trees
with decoration! Read
some of the messages
on the decorations that
people have made.
If you’ve brought a decoration, maybe you could
hang it here, or somewhere else?
At Christmas people often decorate their
trees and houses with lights. Lights look good,
they are attractive and they show us the way.
The wise men followed the bright star and
finally arrived in Bethlehem. They gladly gave
their generous gifts to the baby Jesus.
Are there any areas of your life that feel in
need of light right now? Where the way isn’t
clear?
Jesus is often referred to as “The Light of the
World”. What does this mean and how can it
help us?
Does that make you glad? Hopeful?
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Sheep Dip

As I walked along the track, taking photos, I
wondered if I’d see a field of sheep, so we can
talk about the shepherds in the Christmas story.
As I peered through
the trees into this
field, looking for
our woolly friends, I
instead saw this!
The start of an
outdoor swimming
pool, perhaps?
Do you like swimming? Is it one of your
hobbies?
There are loads of different things we can all
enjoy in life, and we don’t all like the same
things.
Think about the things you enjoy doing and
be glad!
In 2020 you may not have been able to do
some of those things, but this time will pass
and we will be able to do things again – both
things we’ve done before and trying new
things!
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The Station – diversions!

Next to the phone box is the
Stationmaster’s house. Often our
travel plans are disrupted by
diversions or perhaps replacement
bus services!
This year our lives have all be disrupted by Covid19 in different ways. Our plans for 2020 had to
change. We have had to deal with difficult
circumstances.
Mary and Joseph had to change their plans! A
baby on the way! And then a long journey to
Bethlehem, while pregnant! And no
Hotels.com to be able to make a room
booking ahead. Anyone else in the Christmas
Story had to change their plans?
Which of your plans had to change this year?
Did some things actually turn out OK? Do you
have some things that you want to be glad
about and say thank you for now?
So many people have been generous this
year in helping people in the pandemic. Give
thanks for someone you know who has
helped.
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Signposts and Maps
Isn’t this is an amazing rainbow-ish
signpost?
Rainbows are often make us think of
promises and hope in those promises.
Even though things have been tough
this year, we can have hope.

What are your hopes for 2021?
Can you trust that the time we are living in now
will pass?
Who loves a good map?
Go and have a look at it. We are
on cycle paths 54 and 68. 68 goes
all the way up to Berwick-uponTweed, the northernmost town in
England! Step one way and it’s
Boris’ rules, step the other and
it’s Nicola’s! How confusing
would that be?
Here are some clues to some places on cycle track
68 – can you find them on the map?
• You’ll have to Focus to find this one?
• Don’t dip your tea bag in again!
Come on! You can do better than those clues, right?
Think of some clues and share them with us!
Take a photo of the map and think as you walk.
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Un Stable

As you walk along you will see sheds, play
houses and other ‘buildings’ in people’s
gardens. OK for storing stuff or pottering in or
playing in, but not a place fit to sleep in, right?
We know that Bethlehem was packed out
and Mary and Joseph couldn’t find a suitable
place to stay, particularly as Mary was about
to give birth. “I’m afraid the birthing pool
room isn’t available!”
A delivery room with a load of animals!
That’d be a difficult press conference for the
Secretary of State for Health!
And here was the baby, who had been talked
about as being the King, being born in the
most basic of places! Even from his very first
cries, what does that tell us about Jesus?
Give thanks and be glad for your home.
Think of those with no place to sleep.
Give thanks and be glad for the NHS.
How are we generous with our time,
possessions, house and money?
Could we be more generous to those who
have need?
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Path of Gladness!
Walk along until
you see this happy
creature! So
cheerful, don’t you
think?
What do you mean
“what are you
talking about?!?!”?

OK, do you see it
now? On a grey, rainy
day, that is one glad
path!
Can you make a glad
path photo? Use your
imagination!
Maybe sometimes, when things don’t seem
to be going well, we may have one thing,
perhaps only one small thing, that feels good.
It may help us to focus on that and let that
gladness spread to other areas of our life.
When other people do well at something we
can be generous in our gladness of their
success….. Even if they have done better than
us!
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When is a bridge not a bridge?

A bridge without the
bit which joins the two
sides together? What
use is that?! A canvas
for graffiti artists? A
game of the lesserknown double-wallie?
The top bit (sorry for the technical term!) of a
bridge helps to join together. We use the
term “building bridges” to refer to people
coming together – reconciliation.
Forgiveness is one of the most powerful and
generous things anyone can do.
Be glad for any relationships which have
been mended in 2020.
Are there any bridges you want to build or
rebuild with someone in 2021, where you
may have to be generous in forgiveness to
achieve this?
At Christmas we think of Jesus as a baby, but
the rest of his life was about showing us a
loving way of living and showing us the extent
of God’s love and forgiveness.

What interesting things can
you see as you go along?
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While you walk, why not:
• See how many benches there are
• See how many squirrels you can see – and give them each a name!
• See how many different types of animals you can see
• Find the strangest looking tree
• …… think of something else to do or look for …… and let us know!
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